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By Alexandra Gracia
THE COLLEGIAN

Chick-fil-A will begin serving food
inside the Student Union’s El Comedor
on Oct. 31.
The Food Advisory Committee met
last Tuesday to discuss the menu and
prices of the items that will be available
for sale.
Purchasing Director William Dodd
said that by Oct. 28, U-Mix will move
out of El Comedor and Chick-fil-A will
move in.
The Chick-fil-A menu will consist
of salads, side salads, wraps, the
Chick-fil-a sandwich, spicy sandwich,
brownies, parfaits, yogurt, fruit cups,
tea, lemonade and canned drinks.
Chips will substitute the famous waffle
fries, and chicken nuggets are excluded
from the menu.
“I have discussed this with a couple of
people, but right now, the nuggets don’t
seem to be something we can do because
we don’t have a way of guaranteeing the

quality of the nuggets,” said Alex Aviles,
owner of the Chick-fil-A on Morrison
Road.
The sandwiches will cost $4, the
salads will cost $7 and brownies will
cost $2. Meals that consist of the chicken
sandwich, drink and chips will cost
$6.75. The prices include taxes.
Aviles said he is still trying to figure
out prices for the other food items.
The food will be prepared at the Chickfil-A restaurant on Morrison Road and
then transported to UTB/TSC.
While the menu is limited, Aviles
emphasized he wants to serve the
students quality food.
“We will not be cooking because the
kitchen [in El Comedor] is in pretty bad
shape, so the food will be prepared at
the restaurant. So, logistically, we can
meet the quality, and the price will be
reasonable for [the students].”
Several cash registers will be used to
avoid long lines and reduce wait time.
As of press time, the contract between
Chick-fil-A and UTB/TSC had not been
signed, Dodd told The Collegian.
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Halloween Havoc
celebration set for Friday
By Marlane Ashley Rodriguez
THE COLLEGIAN

UTB/TSC’s Student Life will host Halloween Havoc
from noon to 8 p.m. Friday on the Student Union lawn.
The event will feature a carnival; the annual Monster
Mash Dance Competition at 6 p.m., in which student
organizations will compete for $450 in cash prizes; a
costume contest at 7 p.m., with the chance to win up to
$300; and eating contests. Other activities include the
Ultimate Blowout Show, American Pop Stars and Bling
Nation.
Student organizations will have booths that will offer
food for sale and games.
Game Over Club will sponsor X-Box Domination
Extreme, and the Student Radio Club will have its
Halloween Dance Party in La Sala.
For a small fee, a haunted house will be included to give
students a scream.
Cristina Rivera, Student Life administrative assistant,
said all campus organizations are welcome to participate
in Halloween Havoc to raise funds for their clubs.
“It’s one of our on-campus traditional events,” Rivera
said.
For more information on student organization
participation or a complete event listing, call Student Life
at 882-5138 or 882-5111.

NEW
SPACE

MOVE-OUT STATUS

Christopher Peña/collegian

Gorgas Hall, which was built in 1871, has housed the office of Juliet V. García since she became president of Texas Southmost
College in 1986. Rear facade shown.

university to the EDBC is
a very strong message. I’m
actually OK thinking about
moving forward with the
new space. That’s what life
is about, taking the next
step.”
The decision originated
from García herself.

“We just started thinking
about what has to happen
as we separate, and one of
the obvious things is the
notion of consolidating
UTB operations on UTB
property and consolidating
TSC operations on TSC
property,” she said.

The Academic Advising
Center located in the
EDBC’s first floor has
moved upstairs behind
Salon Cassia to make way
for the president’s office.
“There was a reading

See OFFICE, Page 10
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UTB’s new mascot
is …
UTB’s Mascot Search
Committee is seeking
input from students,
staff and faculty on
selection of the new
UTB mascot. The top
three responses will
receive prizes of $100,
$75 and $50. Log in to
Blackboard by Friday
to submit a response.

Sarcasm
Awareness
October is Sarcasm
Awareness Month.
Begin by looking at
your target. As the
backhanded comment
is uttered, sweep eyes
dramatically up to the
left/right. Smile if you
really want to annoy
them. Avoid online
sarcasm because
the translation is lost
for text.

Give me some
credit
The Student
Success Center will
conduct a workshop
on financial literacy
from noon to 1 p.m.
in Tandy Hall 113.
Students will learn
how to keep a budget,
gain tips on saving
money and live a
debt-free life.

Texas Hold ’Em
IDEA hosts “Beat
the Odds,” a poker
tournament at
6:30 p.m. in the
Brownsville Events
Center. Participation
costs $125. Prizes
include entry to the
2012 World Series
Poker Tournament,
poker tables and
big-screen TVs. Call
Kindsey Schaefer at
373-5814 to register.

‘Oh, Rocky!’

Dead Celebrity
Party
The Historic Cine
El Rey and Ouch
My Ego host “Dead
Celebrity Halloween
Party” from 7 p.m.2:30 a.m. at 311 S.
17th St., McAllen. The
best costume wins
$100. Performers for
the evening include
Sundress, Japanese
to English, Vagrants,
Seafoam Green and
more.

The Dinner Party
The Camille
Playhouse will perform
Neil Simon’s “The
Dinner Party” at 2:30
and 8 p.m. in the
Camille Playhouse
located at Dean Porter
Park. Tickets are
$15 for adults, $10
for students and $5
for children. For more
information, call 5428900.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

EARLY VOTING
Today is the first day of
early voting for the Nov. 8
Constitutional Amendment
Election. The ballot includes
10 proposed amendments
to the Texas Constitution.
For more information,
visit http://www.sos.state.
t x .u s/e le c t ion s/for m s/
sampleballot2011.pdf.
HOMECOMING SIGN-UP
The Office of Student
Life is coordinating a
Homecoming
parade
on Nov. 4 and invites
all
registered
student
organizations to register
for it. A $100 donation will
be awarded to the most
spirited organization. For
more information, call
Student Development
Specialist
Stephen
Cisneros at 882-5139.
SCIENCE CONFERENCE
The
Teaching,
Learning
and
Innovation Department
will host the 2011 Ahead of
the Future Conference
from Tuesday to Saturday
in various locations on
the UTB/TSC campus.
All pre-service teaching
students from UTB are
invited to attend. Events
scheduled will include
“Science in the Movies,”
featuring stuntman Steve
Wolf; behind the scenes
at the Gladys Porter Zoo;
archaeology in Palo Alto
Battlefield; and NASA
learning activities. Tickets
for the conference are $60
for regular attendees, $20
for students and alumni.
For
more
information
or to register, go to
aheadofthefuture2011.
com or call Assistant
Professor Janice Butler

at 882-6713.
‘ROCKY HORROR’
Dingbat Productions
will
have
three
performances
of
the
Richard O’ Brien musical
“The Rocky Horror
Show” at 9 p.m. Friday
and at 7 p.m. and midnight
Saturday in the SET-B
Lecture Hall. Tickets are $5
for students, $10 for general
public and $15 for frontrow reservations. For more
information, call the Office
of Student Life at 8825138.
VIPERS BASKETBALL
The
College
of
Education
will
host
a free basketball camp
for elementary students
with the Valley Vipers
Basketball
Team at
9 a.m. Saturday in the
Garza Gymnasium. The
Vipers mascot, the Snake
Charmer Cheerleaders
and team members will
greet visitors as well as
provide Vipers tips on
professional
basketball.
For more information, call
Assistant
Professor
Janice Butler at 8826713.
STORM FURY
The
College
of
Education will host a
presentation titled “Storm
Fury” from noon to 5 p.m.
Saturday in the Jacob
Brown
Auditorium.
KRGV-TV
Channel
5
meteorologist Tim Smith
will educate attendees
on the science of stormy
weather. Admission is $1.
For more information, call
Assistant
Professor
Janice Butler at 8826713.

POLICE REPORTS

The following are among the incidents reported
to Campus Police between Oct.3 and 8.
Monday, Oct.3
8:09 a.m.: A student reported that as she
attempted to enter a parking space in Lot U,
she struck a vehicle that was parked. A police
officer left a card on the windshield of the
vehicle, asking the owner to go to Campus
Police.
8:05 p.m.: A student reported $500 worth
of damage to his Nissan Altima while it was
parked in Lot X. His car had a deep dent and
scratches to the paint.
8:21 p.m.: A student reported that at 8 p.m.
two males attempted to attack him. He told the
officer that, as he was walking to his vehicle in
Lot W, the men called his attention and asked
him, “¿Qué onda?” When the student replied
“’What’s up? What do you want?” in Spanish,
one of the men tried to punch him. The student
avoided the punch and defended himself by
punching his attacker, who fell to the ground.

DREAM ACT RALLY
The Tepeyac Walk
Campus
Outreach
organization invites the
public to a DREAM Act
rally from 2 to 3 p.m.
Sunday followed by the
Antorcha Guadalupana
Run at 3:30 p.m. on
International
Boulevard
by the UTB/TSC campus.
The Antorcha Guadalupana
Run is a pilgrimage that
begins in Mexico and ends
in New York City. The run
seeks to call attention to
the violence in Mexico,
but once the border is
crossed, the purpose will
also focus on passage of the
Development, Relief and
Education for Alien Minors
Act.
DAY OF THE DEAD
UTB/TSC
sociology
students will showcase
their research through
the presentation of typical
altares Wednesday in the
SET-B foyer. The altares
will feature different styles
based on customs for the
regions they represent.
For more information, call
Judicial Affairs Coordinator
David Mariscal at 8825141.
FRIGHT FESTIVAL
Salud y Vida and
Ambassadors
of
Friendship present the
second annual Carnival
of Fright Halloween
Festival from 5 to 11:30
p.m. beginning Friday
through Halloween at the
Monte Bella Bike Trails
and Park, located on West
Alton Gloor Boulevard in
Brownsville. The event will
feature Moore’s Greater
Shows & Carnival with
food booths, a costume

Dingbat Productions
will perform “The
Rocky Horror Show”
at 9 p.m. in the SET-B
Lecture Hall. See the
rendition of this cult
classic screenplay
by Richard O’ Brien.
Admission: $5 for
students, $8 for nonstudents and $15 for
VIP seats.

contest for adults and
children, and community
activities. Tickets are $3.
For more information, call
the Halloween Festival
Committee at 350-2844.
ZOMBIEWALK
The
second
annual
B r o w n s v i l l e
ZombieWalk will take
place from 5 to 8 p.m.
Saturday at Washington
Park. The walk will begin
at 6 p.m. There is no signup fee and the community
is invited to attend. For
more information, call
event coordinator Mack
Guerra III at 572-2362
or visit facebook.com/
brownsvillezombiewalk.
DISTINGUISHED
ALUMNUS
UTB
Homecoming
Activities invite students,
faculty and staff to the
Distinguished Alumnus
Awards ceremony from
5:30 to 7 p.m. Nov. 5 in the
SET-B Lecture Hall. The
event will honor Oscar
Casares, an author and
professor at the University
of Texas at Austin; Gonzalo
Salazar, superintendent of
Los Fresnos Consolidated
Independent
School
District;
and
Jaime
J. Zapata, the late
Immigration and Customs
Enforcement
agent
killed in the line of duty.
For information about
Homecoming
activities,
visit utb.edu/homecoming.
Haven Benefit
Sunshine
Haven
invites the community to
its third annual “Sharing
the
Holiday
Spirit”
fundraiser from 8:30 to
11:30 p.m. Nov. 6 at Wink’s
Saloon, Grill & Roping

As the second suspect helped his accomplice
get up, he told him: “Éste no es, éste no es.
Vámonos,” and the two ran away.
Wednesday, Oct.5
6:37 p.m.: An officer arrived at Lot AG, where
someone reported two suspicious males. When
he arrived, he smelled marijuana coming from
the two men. The officer separated them and
searched them but did not find any illegal
substances on them. At first, the two denied
having smoked any marijuana, but later
admitted to it and told him that they threw
away the remaining paper of the joint. The
report was forwarded to the Dean of Students
Office.
Thursday, Oct. 6
9:25 p.m.: A Parking and Traffic employee
reported that the owner of a Ford Excursion
ignored his orders to turn his vehicle around
in the Scorpion Soccer Field driveway and,
instead, drove forward quickly, almost
running over the employee’s feet. The driver

Arena, located at 10700
FM 1421 near Brownsville.
Live music, horse rides,
food, a prize drawing and
door prizes will be part of
the event.
Participation
will help cover the costs
of caring for a person.
Tickets are $40 for adults
and $20 for kids. For more
information, call Christie
Brown at 909-0997.
SENSUAL DANCE
The
Arts
Center
Signature Series presents
“Rioult” by the Pascal
Rioult Dance Company
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Nov.
11. Rioult was founded in
1994 and is an established
name in modern dance with
a reputation for creating
and presenting the sensual
musical works of Pascal
Rioult. For tickets, call the
Arts Center box office at
882-8587.
--Compiled by Michelle
Serrano

FOR SALE
BOSE home theater
system includes 5
sPEAKERS, MONSTER
CABLES, PLUS MORE! CALL
956-459-3201

SERVICE
Laser Derm Med Spa
PAIN FREE LASER HAIR
REMOVAL.
Refer a friend and receive a
FREE Swedish massage.
FREE PATCH TEST and
CONSULTATION.

Need a classified ad?
Call us at 882-5143.

almost collided with another vehicle in the
driveway. He was arrested on misdemeanor
charges of disregard of official traffic control
device and reckless driving.
Friday, Oct.7
8:22 a.m.: An employee of the Student Union
Scorpion Café reported that a student was
frequently stealing utensils, ice and fountain
drinks. Another employee stated the student
asked for ice once and was granted permission;
he could not, however, confirm that he saw
him stealing anything. The student said he did
take a fork once but was given permission. The
Campus Police officer told him that if he was
stealing anything from the café, that he would
be arrested for theft of service. The employees
were told to contact Campus Police if the
student were to return and steal anything.
--Compiled by Samantha Ruiz
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Fall 2011 graduates
to receive $40 back
on parking permit
By Francisco Garza
THE COLLEGIAN

After a long discussion,
the UTB/TSC Parking
Committee has approved
a motion to refund $40
to students who graduate
this fall and bought a $60
yearlong permit.
To qualify for the refund,
the students must provide
proof of graduation and
return the permit.
Student
Government
Association
President
Arturo Guerra told the
Parking Committee at the
beginning of its Oct. 14
meeting that 3,641 students
had responded to the SGA’s
Blackboard parking permit
survey and that the majority
wanted a change.
The survey consisted
of two questions: Do you
agree in the new manner in
which student parking fees
are collected? Twenty-eight
percent agreed, 67 percent
disagreed and 15 percent
were undecided.
“So they didn’t like it,”
Guerra said.
The second question was
regarding the way parking
permits are sold: 13 percent
wanted to go back to
semester permits, 6 percent
wanted to stay with yearly
permits and 78 percent

wanted both options.
“The problem is we
already passed [the yearly
permit] last year and put
it in place, more than
anything to cut down on
the confusion that goes on,”
said Carol Collinsworth,
committee chair and an
assistant
professor
in
accounting.
Collinsworth said the
permits became year-round
to decrease the lines at
Campus Police to pick up
permits. “You just pick it up
once, after three semesters,”
she said.
The chair said the
committee had decided last
January not to give students
refunds.
“The current policy is that
after the first day of class,
no one gets any refund,”
said Campus Police Chief
John Cardoza, an adviser to
the committee.
Collinsworth wanted to
clarify that if students buy
a permit during the spring
semester, they only pay $40
or $20 if they buy it during
the summer.
“Yes, but we still have the
issue of the students who
are only coming during
the fall semester,” Guerra
replied.
He also asked if a
recommendation to include
a semester option could be

Refund coming

Jonathon De los Santos/collegian

Student Government Association President Arturo Guerra asks the Parking Committee to consider adding a semester parking permit during the group’s Oct. 14 meeting.

made.
Vice
President
for
Business Affairs Rosemary
Martinez replied that the
university would have to
make new permits and that
would be impossible until
next year.
“That will add additional
costs, and we still have the
issue of trying to streamline
the process,” Martinez said.
“Any change that would
occur, we would not be able
to implement until [next]

fall.”
She said the spring
semester will be the first
time UTB/TSC will see if
the year-round parking
permit helped reduce the
lines.
“Issuing 8,000 permits
again in the spring is really
what we are avoiding,”
Martinez said.
Guerra said the issue
is not eliminating the
yearly permit but having a
semester-permit option.

Martinez
and
Collinsworth replied that
if given the option to buy a
cheaper permit, students
will do so.
“They had the option
to buy the yearly ones
before, and they didn’t,”
Collinsworth said.
Guerra
suggested
a
discount on the yearly
permits would encourage
students to buy them.
“Our permit fees and the
parking fees are the lowest

ones of all the UT schools,”
Martinez replied, adding
that there are exceptions.
She cited the example of
a student with a medical
condition who is graduating
in the fall.
“The process is unfair to
those students that will be
finishing up their degree
in the fall,” Martinez said,
suggesting a refund for
students who graduate at

See PERMIT, Page 10

SGA to host charity dance
Stephanie Mendez
THE COLLEGIAN

Last Tuesday, the Student Government
Association approved hosting the SGA
Spirit of Sharing Winter Bash charity dance
to benefit fellow Texans in need.
The senate approved Resolution No. 10,
which allows spending no more than $500
to host a dance from 8 to 11 p.m. Nov. 18 in
the Student Union’s Gran Salon.
The SGA will spend the $500 on Chickfil-A nuggets and soft drinks to serve at the
dance, buy decorations and hire a DJ.
SGA Vice President of Administration
Normalinda Reyna said the entrance fee
for the dance would be nonperishable items
that will be donated to charities and Texans
in need.
“We’re trying to make this a charity event
and maybe something that can become a

STUDENT FORUM
All students are invited and encouraged to share questions
and concerns regarding personal campus issues and the
overall university experience. Refreshments will be provided.

When: 6 to 7 p.m. Thursday
Where: Student Union Veranda
Phone: 882-5877
Email: sga@utb.edu
tradition within SGA,” Reyna said, adding
that they will accept blankets and items
of clothing at the door and will distribute
them among the community and local
charities, as well as to the victims of the
Bastrop fire.
The senate tabled Resolution No. 9,
which calls for awarding $300 in gift cards
to winners of an essay writing contest,
because it was missing criteria. The prompt
states: “If you had the opportunity to fix
one (or more) thing(s) in UTB/TSC, what

Héctor Aguilar/collegian

The Student Government Association passes Resolution No. 10, which will allocate funds to host the SGA Spirit of Sharing
Winter Bash Charity Dance, in which the entrance fee will be donated items.

would they be? Why? What alternatives
would you provide to fix the problem(s)?”
“What we wanted with this essay contest
is to reach out to students, to be able to get
them to voice their concerns … in a way that
attracts them,” Senator at Large Mauricio
Garcia said.
In other business, the senate approved
the appointments of freshman psychology

major Michael Gutierrez as senator at
large, sophomore art major Sara Barriera
as senator of the College of Education
and reappointed Senator at Large Alfonso
Almeida as a graduate senator.
The SGA will conduct its second student
forum from 6 to 7 p.m. Oct. 27 on the
Student Union veranda.

Flexible Retirement Income
Bob Richardson CLU, ChFC
REGISTERED FINANCIAL CONSULTANT

(956) 542 - 1775

Investment Advisor Representative with and Securities and Investment Advisory Services offered through
Transamerica Financial Advisors, Inc (TFA) member FINRA, SIPC and a Registered Investment Advisor.
Non-securities products and services are not offered through TFA.
LD3916-08/09
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Stay in the lines

“I would like to see [UTB/TSC] repaint the lines on
the student parking lots because
it’s very hard for me to find an
adequate parking space because
some cars like to take more
space than they should. It really
makes it very hard for a person
that drives a vehicle to school to
find a parking space.”

David Hinojosa
Sophomore computer information systems major

Nothing to watch

“[The Student Union] used to be so
lively; we used to have TVs and
all that kind of stuff. I remember
when I first entered here, we
used to play video games here on
these TVs but then [UTB/TSC]
took that off, and then all we have
is TVs and cable. They limited the
cable channels and then they took
off the TVs and moved them to the game room. …
I heard that they promised that they were going to
bring new TVs here so that we can all watch, but so
far, I don’t see any.”

Valentin Rangel
Senior mathematics major

President’s Corner

I need my money

“I honestly think we should have more ATMs around
here because, honestly, nowadays I
don’t carry cash and I’m pretty sure
a lot of us just carry plastic. Cash
might be something that we need
that’s handy, so we should have
more ATMs in every corner, or
at least in the Student Union, in
public places.”

Denise Ramirez
Senior nursing major

--Compiled by Marlane Ashley Rodriguez
--Photos by Christopher Peña
Do you have beef? If so, contact Collegian Reporter Marlane Ashley
Rodriguez at 882-5143.

Letters
to the editor

What’
s
my
age,
again?
For safety’s sake, be aware
The joys of getting older
Attention, students: As you all should
have been made aware, there was a
sexual assault reported on campus last
Tuesday.
As students, one of our greatest
concerns is for our safety on campus.
According to the statistics on the Campus
Police webpage, our campus is one of the
safest in the University of Texas System. Still, when
incidents like these are reported, we are reminded
that at any given moment, anyone of us is susceptible
to becoming a victim of a crime.
On behalf of the students, I have communicated
our concerns to Judicial Affairs Coordinator David
Marquez, and the university continues to work
diligently on maintaining a safe campus.
I also want to remind students and all members
of the campus community that we can all
contribute to our safety by being aware, alert and
reporting any suspicious activity to Campus Police
promptly. Together, we can ensure that we’re doing
everything that we can to promote a safe learning
environment.
Arturo Guerra
President, Student Government Association

Show pride in volleyball team

I want to know why UTB stopped posting pictures
of UTB/TSC’s awesome volleyball team on its website.
Last year, we had numerous pictures of the home
games but this year, none. Brownsville is privileged to
have an undefeated team. I have more pictures of the
home games posted on my Facebook than whoever is
responsible for posting the sports photos. I don’t the
[have] lens that The Collegian’s photographers have; if
I did, then I would donate the photos. Recognize and
show off what you have!
My family hosts two of the girls on the team. We
love our girls and help them as much as we can. I don’t
understand why the volleyball team is not promoted
more, not only around the university but around this
city and the [Rio Grande] Valley. I’m always telling
people about the UTB/TSC Volleyball Team and its
record and they are surprised to learn we have a team
of such caliber.
Do you know the number of people they would
have at their games if they were promoted in the high
schools and middle schools, thus making money in the
concession stand as well as selling T-shirts? I have so

many ideas. As I said, Brownsville is so privileged to
have these young ladies from all around the world play
for our university and take it all the way to the top. I’m
sure The Collegian has a network with the Brownsville
Herald and the Valley Morning Star to highlight these
girls from abroad, not to mention the local girls.
Marian Culver-Kingsbury
Brownsville resident

Mascot suggestion

OK, people, we are in search of a new mascot for
UTB. I got it: the Ocelots, which is an endangered
cat native to the Rio Grande Valley. It’s the perfect
combination that will strengthen local pride and keep
an endangered species alive.
“The fierce Ocelots!”
Daniel Ortiz
Senior management major

By Francisco Garza
THE COLLEGIAN

Ever since I was 16 years
old, people
have called
me a liar.
Whenever
they asked
how old I was,
they would
respond with:
“No, you’re not, you liar!
You have to be at least 21.”
The truth is that this
Thursday, I will be turning
21 for the first and only
time in my life.
When I was younger, I
used to ask the dumb and
innocent questions that as
you get older you learn not
to ask: What’s it like to be
18? 21? How does it feel?
With the passing of
years you realize that you
don’t feel any different.
You might feel more sore
or tired but that is it.
Now that we are just a
few days away from my
21st birthday, crossing
that last hurdle from
minordom to adulthood
seems to be just another
day.

It’s sad that I will never
feel the excitement that
a 16-year-old kid does
wondering what it is like
to be 21.
In a few more years,
I will reach the point
in which I will want to
stop the aging process
altogether: “That’s it! No
more!” I will tell my body:
“Don’t make me older and
weaker! Don’t make me
more fragile!”
But it all will happen.
One day you are a kid
trying to get permission
to hang out with your
friends, the next you are
21, married and on your
way to finishing college.
If I am lucky enough,
one day I will be old, tired
and wrinkled, and then I
will embrace death as an
old friend.
For now, I will enjoy the
happy coincidence of my
birthday being so close to
Halloween, and hopefully
one day, people will believe
me when I tell them my
age.

Your letter goes
here.
Policy

Letters to the editor must include the name, classification and phone number of the
author or the letter cannot be published. Opinions expressed in The Collegian are
those of writers and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Collegian or UTB/TSC
administrators. The editor reserves the right to edit the letters. Send your letters to
collegian@utb.edu.
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$1 million for auto theft prevention Cueto sold
City accepts state grant, OKs interlocal pact
By Samantha Ruiz
THE COLLEGIAN

The Brownsville City Commission has
passed a resolution accepting a $1 million
grant from the Texas Automobile Burglary
and Theft Prevention for the South Texas
Auto Theft Enforcement Task Force.
Also approved last Tuesday was a related
interlocal agreement among the City of
Brownsville, the Cameron County Tax
Assessor’s Office, the Cameron County
District Attorney’s Office, McAllen, Pharr
and Edinburg.
All of the parties will use the grant to
prevent and fight motor vehicle theft. The
task force recorded a 17 percent reduction
in motor vehicle thefts for the previous
grant year, according to the resolution.
The agreement will be effective until
Aug.30, 2012.
Commissioners also accepted a $75,000
grant from the Texas State Library and
Archives Commission to update and install
new video conferencing equipment for the
Brownsville Public Library System.
The equipment will be installed in the
Brownsville Main and Southmost Branch
libraries, the Literacy Center bus and the
United Way.
Jerry Hedgecock, director of the city’s
Public Information Services Department,
said the library system started a video
conferencing network about seven years
ago.
According to city documents, the
conferencing equipment allows library
partners to provide training programs
accessible from multiple locations.
Commissioners also approved an
ordinance
establishing
a
rotation
schedule for the five spaces set aside for
taxicab businesses in the newly opened
Brownsville Multimodal Terminal.
The five spaces will be distributed
evenly among different taxicab companies
every month, with each required to pay
a $50 monthly fee for use of the spaces.
The Brownsville Police Department will
announce the rotation schedule on its
website.
Between Oct. 20 and Nov.19, Longoria
Taxi, Valley Taxi, Imperial Taxi, Red Top
Taxi and ABC Taxi are scheduled to use the
parking spaces.
A proclamation recognizing UTB/TSC
students, staff and administrators for their
efforts on “Make a Difference Day” was
approved. Administrators and instructors
worked with city staff to find ways for
students to assist the community. More
than 500 students volunteered in cleanup
projects throughout the city on Oct. 23,
2010. Accepting the proclamation on
behalf of UTB/TSC were Vice President
for Business Affairs Rosemary Martinez,
Communication Associate Professor Louis

TSC trustees accept
City of Brownsville’s
$500,000 offer for
historic building
By Francisco Garza
THE COLLEGIAN

Christopher Peña/collegian

Pat Niduaza (second from right), chair of the Filipino American
Association Board, holds the proclamation issued last Tuesday
by the Brownsville City Commission declaring October Filipino
American Heritage Month in Brownsville. Also shown (from left)
are Secretary Mara Ugalino, Treasurer Janet Lumang, President
Ray Alibin, board member Ariel Santos and Public Relations
Officer Edith Rañeses.

Falk, Center for Civic Engagement Director
Shamina Davis and Civic Engagement
Administrative Assistant Estela Martinez.
In other business, the commission
awarded contracts to:
--Brownville GMS LTD Waste Disposal
for commercial solid waste collection
services;
--Air Cleaning Technologies of Tulsa,
Okla., for the delivery and installation of
a diesel exhaust extraction system for the
Brownville Fire Department in the amount
of $190,957;
--Library Interiors of
Texas, from
Austin, for the purchase, delivery and
placement of new furniture for the public
library computing center at a cost of
$394,664.13;
--G&T Paving Co. of Brownsville for the
purchase and delivery concrete materials
for the Public Works Department for
paving services for the Streets Division,
in the amount of $19.49 per ton to send to
the frontera plant and $20.99 per ton if it
is required to haul from the Upper Valley
material plant;
--RML Hauling & Milling of Brownsville
for the purchase and delivery of concrete
materials for the Public Works Department
for a price of $21.99 per ton to the frontera
plant and $22.90 per ton if it needs to be
hauled from the Upper Valley materials
plant;
--Magic Valley Concrete of Mission for
the purchase and delivery of concrete
materials for paving services as part of
streets and drainage projects for the Public
Works Department starting at a cost of
$70 per cubic yard of 2,500 PSI with fiber
mesh;
--Eagle Ready Concrete Mix of
Brownsville for the purchase and delivery
of concrete materials at $73 per cubic yard
of 2,500 PSI with fiber mesh;
--and to On the Job Concrete of McAllen
for the purchase and delivery of concrete
materials at $76.30 per cubic yard of 2,500
PSI fiber mesh.

The Texas Southmost
College board of trustees
has voted to sell one of its
historical properties to the
City of Brownsville.
“I think it’s a great deal.
I am happy that the city
is willing to pass some
cash and we are willing
to sell it … to a partner,”
Trustee David Oliveira said
before the vote during last
Thursday’s board meeting.
“I think their plan is to
make it a cornerstone of the
downtown revitalization
project.”
The building, located
at 1301 E. Madison St.,
currently houses UTB/
TSC’s Center for Civic
Engagement.
“We are going back to
what our basic mission is.
... Some of these buildings
that we have around town
don’t fit into what the
mission of the community
college is,” board Chairman
Francisco “Kiko” Rendon
told The Collegian after
the meeting. “We were
already in discussions with
another buyer. … Once
the city realized the Cueto
Building was in play, that’s
when they approached us
and they were the first ones
to make the offer.”
Rendon
said
that
according
to
the
government code, if an
eminent domain entity,
such as the city, offers the
appraised value, they can
accept it without going out
for more bids.
In other action, the
board approved the second
reading of the proposed
changes in TSC employee
contracts.
The changes include
changing the name in
the contracts to Texas
Southmost College, giving
contract
authority
to
the TSC president or the
administrative designee of

Christopher Peña/collegian

the board and making it
possible for the president
or the designee to approve
contracts longer than 24
months.
“The intent of this is to
provide the board flexibility
in the length of contracts,”
said Robert Furgason, who
is consulting the college
in its separation from
the University of Texas at
Brownsville.
Oliveira asked if it was
standard policy for junior
colleges to have longer
contracts.
“You
will
find
in
the majority of junior
colleges
across
the
state and the country
multiyear contracts are
commonplace,”
TSC
transition team member
John Anthony replied.
“I just wanted to make
sure we are not doing
something different than
[other junior colleges],”
Oliveira said.
The board took no
action on the Fort Brown
Memorial Golf Course
contract or the appraisal
of TSC Fort Brown Condo
Villas I and II.
The board then declared

TSC Fort Brown Villa I
as surplus property and
directed TSC President
Lily Tercero to move
forward with its sale.
Trustees also took no
action on a lawsuit filed
by School of Business
Associate Professor Mary
Jane Sauceda vs. the
University of Texas at
Brownsville.
“We always discuss
those issues to make sure
there are no liabilities
with the taxing district,”
Rendon told The Collegian
in reference to the lawsuit.
Tercero will be formally
introduced
to
the
community on Nov. 12.
The event will take place in
the UTB/TSC Arts Center;
the exact time has not been
set.
“When a new president
comes in, they have a
formal
presentation,”
Rendon said. “But this is
even more special because
it’s the first time Dr.
Tercero is a president.”
The next TSC board
meeting will be at 5:30
p.m. Nov. 17 in the Gorgas
Hall boardroom.
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Club

spotlight

Héctor Aguilar/collegian

Members of the Respiratory Club include (front row, from left) Sandra Loyde, Genesis Alvarado, Jocelyn Vela and Rolando
Sanchez. Second row: Adriana Muñiz, President Evelyn Escobedo, Danica Peña and Maria Garcia. Third row: Julian Perez, Corina
Garcia, Treasurer Jacqueline Peña, Janeil Morales and Francisco Gomez. Fourth row: Francisco Presa, Jaime Gomez, Victor
Perez, Ibis Oros, Connie B. Ramirez and Vice President Joann Hernandez.

I T E

EPEProLmotions

Name: Respiratory Club
Purpose: To promote and educate students about respiratory care
Established: 2003
Adviser: Darcy Carpenter, associate of respiratory care
President: Evelyn Escobedo
Vice President: Joann Hernandez
Treasurer: Jacqueline Peña
Secretary: Christa Wood
Meetings: at noon the first Tuesday of every month in the Life and Health
Sciences Building Respiratory Therapy Lab 1.502
Activities: Relay for Life, Asthma Camp, Kids at the Movies and Respiratory
Care Week Open House
Dues: $5
Membership requirements: Must be a respiratory therapy student or student
with interest in the field.
For more information: contact Hernandez at (956) 521-6473.

--Compiled by Marlane Ashley Rodriguez
--Photo by Héctor Aguilar
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SHOTS&
LABELS
MARLANE ASHLEY RODRIGUEZ/collegian photos

Name: Fred De la Garza
Classification: Junior
Major: Music education
Clothing: Button-up shirt, Abercrombie (gift); Levi’s jeans, JCPenney
($30); Adidas high-tops, Footaction ($95)
Accessories: Ray-Ban glasses, optical shop ($175); belt, Hot Topic ($15)
Who/what inspires your style? “Music.”
Describe your style in three words: “Slim, impulsive and distinctive.”
--Compiled by Marlane Ashley Rodriguez

Earn $100 this week

Donate your plasma at Talecris Plasma Resources to
help save the lives of patients worldwide and earn
up to $100 this week as a new donor.

1401 East Washington Street

Monday: 8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Brownsville, TX
(956) 982-0445

Tuesday: 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday: 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Thursday: 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Friday: 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Saturday: 8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.

www.talecrisplasma.com
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Las múltiples voces de Carmen Tafolla
Escritora chicana presenta un monólogo
Por Francisco Garza
THE COLLEGIAN	

Una mujer de edad avanzada
irrumpió en el Gran Salón de
Student Union, mientras que
Carmen Tafolla, premiada
autora y oradora del Ciclo de
Conferencias del Liderazgo
Latino, era presentada al
público. La mujer insistía en
preguntar a las cerca de 200
personas de la audiencia en
dónde podía conseguir un
autobús a Weslaco.
Se le pidió que abandonara
el recinto y le dijeron que en
la oficina de Student Union
podrían ayudarle.
Unos momentos más tarde,
la mujer volvió.
“Están esperando a la Dra.
Tafory, Tafary, o como sea que
le digan”, dijo la mujer en una
mezcla de inglés y español.
“Yo no voy al médico, vas al
médico tienes que esperar un
largo tiempo”, dijo la mujer,
caminando lentamente hacia
el escenario.
“Yo
no
voy,
¿están
esperándola? Tanta gente
como ustedes, nunca te van
a llamar. Mira, tengo que ir a
Weslaco, si alguien aquí tiene
automóvil y me lleva, les llevo
tamalitos, salsa, de todo tengo
ahí.”
Habló por algunos minutos y,
finalmente, subió al escenario
y
cantó
desafinadamente
algunas canciones. Después,
la mujer se enderezó, se quitó
los anteojos, la bufanda y el
abrigo.
“Esa fue mi tía Sofía”, dijo
Carmen Tafolla, revelando
su identidad a la audiencia y
explicando por qué su tía era
diferente a sus otras tías.
“Mi tía Sofía era extraña,
incluso en mi familia; no
encajaba en el molde, no
cumplía con las expectativas ni
se ajustaba a los estereotipos y
tampoco entraba en esas cajitas
que la sociedad ha elegido
para nosotros”, dijo Tafolla.
“Ya saben, las que se tienen
que llenar al inicio de una
solicitud: blanco, no hispano;

mIGUEL ÁNGEL ROBERTS/collegian

Carmen Tafolla representa el personaje de Tere, una niña hispana, en su primer día en la escuela
primaria durante el Ciclo de Conferencias del Liderazgo Latino, llevado a cabo el martes en el
Gran Salón.

negro, no hispano; hispano,
no hispano… no encajamos,
ninguno de nosotros; somos
muy diferentes, muy diversos,
muy versátiles, muy extraños”.
Chofi fue solamente la
primera de las muchas voces
que Tafolla trajo, el pasado
martes, a la universidad.
“Si vamos a hablar de lo
que es un líder, tenemos que
entender el concepto de tener
tías Sofías que son diferentes,
extrañas y que no encajan en
el estereotipo de cómo debe
ser una anciana de origen
hispano”, dijo Tafolla.
Ella dijo que los estudiantes
de secundaria y preparatoria
no desean ser diferentes,
quieren pertenecer a algo.
“Y yo digo, ¿sabes qué?
Los líderes no se preocupan
por pertenecer, los líderes no
pertenecen”, dijo Tafolla.
Otras voces que Tafolla
presentó fueron: Tere, una

¡Sigue el camino!

niña hispana en cuyo primer
día de clases en primer año
sus maestros le quitaron la
pasión por aprender sobre
su identidad; Aracely, una
adolescente que estaba por
abandonar la preparatoria y
descubre un libro que le muestra
que ella sí importa; Leona, una
mujer afroamericana que está
consciente de su belleza a pesar
de lo que el mundo dice; María
Francisca Blanca González
Montoya de Luján, una mujer
de edad avanzada que se rehúsa
a que en el censo declaren que
no tiene ocupación porque
no recibe ingresos y se niega
a que le quiten uno de sus
nombres; Heather García, una
estudiante universitaria que
no habla español pero piensa
que no es muy tarde para
aprender; finalmente, Tafolla
habla en su propia voz, una
escritora chicana que aprendió
que vivir en San Antonio no le

impediría encontrar historias
interesantes
que
escribir.
Para concluir su presentación,
Tafolla leyó dos de sus poemas,
uno dedicado a las madres
y, el otro, al relato de sus
experiencias en la escuela
secundaria cuando era forzada
a hablar inglés.
Después, The Collegian
preguntó a Tafolla su opinión
sobre haberse presentado en el
Valle del Río Grande.
“Me
encanta
dar
conferencias a una comunidad
principalmente latina, pues
el grado de identificación es
mucho mayor”, dijo ella. “Ellos
saben de lo que estoy hablando;
no tienen que esforzarse por
leer entre líneas, pues ya lo han
vivido”.
“No se ha confirmado la
presencia de la cultura latina
en los libros de la historia
estadounidense como se hizo,
por ejemplo, con la gente que
vino de Inglaterra…Hemos
desaparecido paulatinamente.
Nadie sabe que los latinos
han estado en cada guerra que
Estados Unidos ha peleado,
incluyendo
la
revolución
estadounidense, la Guerra Civil
y la Segunda Guerra Mundial,
una y otra vez”.
Tafolla dijo que los latinos
son ignorados por los noticieros
en el recuento de las guerras,
incluso siendo ellos quienes
han recibido la mayoría de las
medallas de honor.
“Me preocupa el nivel
de desprecio que se está
avecinando”, dijo ella. “La
gente habla de los inmigrantes
como si fueran delincuentes
rompiendo todas las leyes
que los criminales rompen.
Estas personas cruzan para
sobrevivir”.
Ella relacionó el odio hacia
los latinos con el odio de los
nazis de Alemania hacia los
judíos.
“¿A
eso
estamos
regresando?”, dijo Tafolla,
“Los seres humanos crean
leyes; éstas no son dadas por
Dios y no son buenas leyes”.

Artesanías feroces

Estudiante
de hoy

HÉCTOR AGUILAR/collegian

Nombre: Óscar Álvarez
Edad: 19 años
Especialidad: Ingeniería física e
informática
Clasificación: Estudiante de primer
año
Fecha de graduación: Diciembre del
2014
Promedio: 4.0
Ciudad natal: Reynosa, Tamaulipas,
México
Reconocimientos:
Beca
de
estudiantes internacionales, Primavera
2011-Otoño 2011
Pasatiempos: “Voy al gimnasio en la
noche. Los fines de semana me voy a
Reynosa, pero cuando me quedo aquí,
salgo a fiestas con mis amigos”.
¿Cuáles son tus metas? “Graduarme
con el mejor promedio posible y
continuar con el posgrado en otro país”.
Actividades
extracurriculares:
“Me estoy uniendo al club de
Estudiantes Internacionales y soy tutor
de matemáticas”.
¿Cuál es tu inspiración? “Tengo
un gran ejemplo de algunos familiares
que trabajan en la NASA. Mi familia
siempre me ha apoyado y lo que quiero
es ser una inspiración para ellos.”.
¿Cuál sería tu trabajo ideal?
“Mi trabajo ideal sería programar
computadoras o resolver problemas y
calcular. Cualquier empleo que se trate
de eso, ya sea trabajando en informática
o como maestro de matemáticas o
ingeniería, sería el ideal”.
¿Qué técnicas usas para estudiar?
“Si la clase es de teoría, hago notas
y escribo los puntos importantes
a mi manera, para entenderlo. Si
es de práctica, después de hacer
un problema, resuelvo otro para
comprobar si entendí”.
¿Cuál es tu consejo para los
alumnos de nuevo ingreso? “Les
recomiendo que sepan separar el
estudio de la diversión. Deben ser
perseverantes y esforzarse por salir
bien en una materia y no solamente
tratar de pasarla.”
Anécdota: “Cuando entré a UTB/
TSC, yo no conocía a nadie porque
nunca había vivido aquí; entonces,
pasé las primeras dos semanas de
clases sin hablar...me estaba volviendo
loco.”
--Recopilado por Héctor Aguilar

sergio salazar/collegian

Estudiante de tercer año de arquitectura, Sahatya García experimenta por un momento lo que las
personas con dislexia viven a diario, el cual consistía en ir siguiendo un camino con un lápiz a través
de un espejo sostenido por la profesora en educación especial Hsuying Ward. Esto se llevó a cabo en
el evento Accessibility Awareness Fair y tuvo lugar en los quioscos (Gazebos) el miércoles pasado.

Héctor aguilar/collegian

Jaguares de madera en exposición con motivo de la venta artesanal del Fondo Nacional para
el Fomento de las Artesanías, que se encuentra en el ITEC. Esta actividad es organizada por
el Consulado de México en Brownsville para apoyar a los artesanos mexicanos y promover
sus obras.

Visítanos en

www.utbcollegian.com
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Registration starts Nov. 1
a bachelor’s or master’s degree will
be identified as University of Texas at
Registration for the upcoming Spring Brownsville (UTB) students. Students
2012 semester will begin Nov. 1 with who have not yet completed the mandatory
mandatory advisement currently under advisement requirement are encouraged
way. Priority advisement and registration to make an appointment by email at
dates are grouped according to the academicadvising@utb.edu or by calling
number of hours a student has successfully (956) 882-7362.
Incoming freshmen must register during
completed.
their Scorpiontation session.
For registration purposes,
For
your
Students can also reach the
subsequent
weeks
will
remain open as other registration deadline, various college and school
academic advisers at the following
see Page 7.
registration
groups
are
locations: for general advising,
added in the cycle to begin
College of Nursing, Industrial
the registration process.
Technology
and the College of Biomedical
By meeting with an academic adviser
for mandatory advisement, students will Sciences and Health Professions: Lightner
receive course recommendations for Center, 882-7362; College of Liberal
Spring 2012 as well as clarify a major. Arts: Cardenas Hall South 246, 882Before registering for courses, students 7474; College of Science, Mathematics
will be asked to identify their “home” and Technology: SETB 1.334, 882-5732;
institution using Scorpion Online and College of Education: EDBC 1.102, 8827466; College of Business: EDBC 2.414,
based on their ultimate educational goal.
Students pursuing a certificate or 882-5804; Business Technology: EDBC
associate’s degree will be Texas Southmost 1.534, 882-5849; and the Office of Transfer
College (TSC) students; students pursuing Student Relations: Tandy Hall 116, 8824197.

By Academic Advising Team

OFFICE

Continued from Page 1
room behind Cassia,” said Veronica
Mendez, vice president for Facilities and
Planning. “That area became the reception
area and administrative support, and then
there are two faculty offices that were
allocated.”
A faculty member and the associate
dean for the College of Business moved,
but Mendez assured no one was displaced.
“The associate dean is closer to the dean’s
office and the other professor moved to the
first floor,” she said. “They are still there
with business. It’s just in a different area
where they had some vacant space.”
The renovation of the space is still in
the pre-planning phase as Mendez’s staff
conducts a test to properly accommodate
the president’s personnel.
A budget has not been developed
because an architecture firm needs to be
hired, which will then create a floor plan.
However, as a rule of thumb for campus
renovations, Mendez has a price range in
mind for this 2,000-square-foot project
but it could change once things move from
the pre-planning stage.
“When we do a renovation, it is usually
between $100 [and] $150 per square foot,”
she said. “That’s the range I am using right
now. … Then we start working with an
architect, we lay it out, then we know how
much the things are going to cost.”
Work will then be bid out to contractors,
and that is anticipated to take three

PERMIT

Continued from Page 3

the end of the fall semester if they turn in
their permit.
Collinsworth said that if students
believe the permit is too expensive, they
can always park off campus.
“I don’t want to encourage students to
park off campus, Carol, because then they
are parking in the neighborhood; they are
parking in someone else’s house,” Martinez
said.
Cardoza said the university expects
about 200 students with yearly permits to
graduate in December.
“If the decision is made by the committee
to give a refund, [Campus Police] will take
care of it,” he said.
The committee then talked about
students who graduate and come back to
campus the following semester to speak to
a professor or an adviser and get a parking
ticket.
“[The parking ticket] ends up costing
them $30; it would have been cheaper to
buy the whole year [permit],” said Irma
Cavazos, an office supervisor for the
Physical Plant and committee member.
Guerra said students with no intention

months, Mendez said. Once a contractor
is selected, work can begin and could wrap
up after six months of construction.
The change comes after the Texas
Southmost College board of trustees voted
to become an autonomous institution last
spring. Although some transition matters
have schedules and deadlines, García
does not have a date to vacate her office
in Gorgas, said Michael Putegnat, special
assistant to the provost for transition
matters.
“Space is actually all under control of
UTB until the end of the partnership,
unless or until we work on some interim
agreement on space, so I expect next
spring that there will be a negotiation on
the use of space on an interim basis and
then, of course, close [to] the termination
of the agreement,” Putegnat said.
Negotiations will be handled by the
University of Texas System and Texas
Southmost College officials. Physical
separation of the institutions will begin in
2013 and it must be completed by 2015, but
it is expected it will be over much earlier,
Putegnat said.
Talks about a new building came up
after the vote for separation, and García
said once the funds are available, the
student support services building would
materialize.
“[It] would consolidate all of the student
support services, like financial aid,
registration and advising, and that’s where
I would expect a president’s office would
eventually be,” she said. “But that’s way
down the future.”

of returning to school should not have to
pay extra.
Martinez said that since the majority of
students are on financial aid, and they can
use it to pay for their permits, they have no
excuse.
“What about the students who don’t get
financial aid?” Guerra asked.
Martinez replied those students only
represent 21 percent of those enrolled,
and that the majority of students who get
permits have financial aid.
Guerra said that offering a refund is a
good compromise, for now.
“What would you think about the option
for next year to do both things,” he said,
referring to having semester and yearly
permits.
“They had the option, when we went to
the student senate, to voice their opinions,”
Collinsworth said.
Martinez
added:
“The
parking
committee did not make this decision
in isolation, without feedback.” She said
members of each senate had gone back
to get approval before the yearly parking
permit was approved.
Cavazos then made a motion, seconded
by Guerra, to reimburse students who are
graduating in the fall semester as long
as they provide proof of graduation and
return the permit.

MIGUEL ANGEL ROBERTS/collegian

Alison Brady, a junior music major, describes her academic success despite having Asperger’s Disorder during the panel discussion
titled “In Our Shoes,” held last Tuesday in the SET-B third-floor conference room. The event was part of the university’s observance
of Accessibility Awareness Week. Also shown are (from left) Jennifer Larrasquitu, a senior psychology major; Manuel Paredes, a
sophomore criminal justice major; and Ramiro Espinoza, a senior computer systems and technology major.

Students with disabilities
share their experiences
By Viridiana Zúñiga
Spanish editor

Last Tuesday, four UTB/TSC students
shared the challenges of having a disability
and their achievements in spite of it.
Held in the SET-B third-floor conference
room, the “In Our Shoes” panel discussion
was organized by the Disability Services
Department, with the aim of offering
a glimpse of the demanding situations
a person with a physical or mental
impediment has to overcome every day.
“Most of us don’t know how it’s like to be
in the shoes of someone with disability,”
said Disability Services Coordinator Steve
Wilder.
Steve Chamberlain, an associate
professor in the Educational Psychology
and Leadership Studies Department,
served as moderator for the presentation.
Ramiro Espinoza, a computer information
systems technology major, has a hearing
and speech disability. He uses American
Sign Language to communicate.
“I struggled in my early education
because there is a lot of vocabulary that I
was not familiar with, and also, I was not
very motivated,” Espinoza said through an
interpreter. “In high school, I decided that I
needed to understand the English language
and I started reading for a hobby, which
improved my reading skills.”
Chamberlain explained that Espinoza
uses interpreters in class.
“The interpreters are extremely bright
and intelligent because, although they are
not computer science majors, when they go
to advanced computer courses they have to
interpret technical information to Ramiro
... and that is tough,” he said.
Alison Brady, a junior music major, is
one of the first students with Asperger’s
Disorder, a milder variant of autism, to
attend UTB/TSC.
“Most of my friends are music majors
who don’t have any disability,” Brady said.
“Also, my professors help me to succeed
with good grades; so far, I have 64 credit
hours.”
Brady encouraged students with
disabilities to ask for help.
“We can be as successful in what we like

as any other person,” she said.
Manuel Paredes, a sophomore criminal
justice major, was diagnosed with dyslexia
in high school.
“Before I was diagnosed, I thought I was
below average intelligence, then, the world
opened up to me,” Paredes said. “I learned
study techniques for each of my classes; I
have a sixth-grade reading level, so I ask
someone to read a book for me or I use a
tape recorder in class to understand better.”
He said, occasionally, people close to him
forget he has a disability.
“I misinterpret words, or I say one thing
but I mean another, and my friends laugh
because they think I am serious about it,”
Paredes said.
“There are days when my dyslexia is
more noticeable and is like Murphy’s Law:
Everything that can go wrong will go
wrong.”
Senior psychology major Jennifer
Larrasquitu is visually impaired.
“My eyes are very sensitive to light, I see
better in darker places,” Larrasquitu said.
“But the only thing that I really can’t do is
drive.”
Larrasquitu said she is lucky her vision is
not degenerative.
“I do things like sitting in front of the
class or having a book really close to my
eyes to read it, but it does not affect me
more,” she said.
After the panel discussion, Chamberlain
invited the audience to participate.
Betty Guerrero shared that two of her
five children have dyslexia.
“It is frustrating because it affects
their self-esteem a lot,” Guerrero said.
She thanked Paredes for sharing his
experiences and said he was an inspiration
for her.
The eighth presentation of “In Our
Shoes” concluded with a round of applause
for the four students.
“The public’s response has been very
positive,” Wilder said. “We always receive
congratulatory comments from the
audience and they applaud the conviction
and success of our students.”
He said there are 450 students with
disabilities in UTB/TSC. All of them receive
accommodations and some no longer need
assistance.
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UTB/TSC outside hitter Vanja Joksic prepares to spike the ball Oct. 8 against Bacone College. The Scorpions defeated the Lady
Warriors 25-13, 25-20 and 25-9.

Q u ee n s of t h e h i l l

Cali challenge ahead for No.1 Scorpions

By Alejandro Rivera

Sports Editor

In sports, the greatest
victories are the ones
attained through adversity,
struggle and perseverance.
If the road to victory is
lined with obstacles and
hurdles to jump, then the
feeling of arriving at your
goal is one that can never
be taken from you and few
ever experience.
The No. 1-ranked UTB/
TSC
Volleyball
Team
hopes to experience this
as it continues to move
through a season filled
with tough tests. They’ve
played a heavy schedule,
22 games to this point,
which included numerous
top-ranked teams. They
beat two of the previously
ranked No. 2 teams already,
so they are no strangers to
the challenge. The more
perilous the journey, the
sweeter the victory.
Now on the homestretch
to the regular season finale
on Nov. 1, the Scorpions
head to California to
face three top 15-ranked
teams in three straight
days. The women serve
off on Thursday as they
play the No.14-ranked
Biola University Eagles
(17-9 overall and 5-5 in
conference) in La Mirada,
then head to Fresno on
Friday to face the No.
8-ranked Sunbirds of

Fresno Pacific University
(12-5; 8-2) before ending
up in Irvine to face the
No. 2-ranked Concordia
University.
The Eagles are equally
impressive, winning their
last 21 games, as of press
time, to give them an
overall record of 22-1 and
10-0 in the Golden State
Athletic Conference. Their
last loss came Aug. 18 to
Montana’s Rocky Mountain
College.
“We see our week in
California as the first big
test for nationals,” said
Scorpion outside hitter
Danica Markovic. “After
that we will see where we
are at and what we have
to work on. Of course,
conference games are also
important but we are using
all games to prepare for
our season’s goal, which is
winning nationals.”
Athletics Director and
Volleyball Head Coach
Todd
Lowery
echoed
Markovic’s
sentiments,
adding that the team
has been conditioning
for moments like this all
season in preparation
for the challenge that is
nationals
and
doesn’t
expect the Scorpions will
lose focus on the final goal.
“Going out to California
is always a great test for
any program,” Lowery
said. “Playing three hard

matches in three days
is much like what we
will face at the national
tournament. We have been
conditioning very hard in
order to be prepared. As
we wind down the season
I don’t expect a letdown in
our girls. This team is very
focused on what they want
to accomplish and we have
been working towards that
all season.”
The Scorpions played
Houston’s University of St.
Thomas last Friday and
Austin’s Huston-Tillotson
University last Sunday.
To see how the Scorpions
fared, visit utbcollegian.
com for the full game
coverage.
On Oct. 14, the women
defeated Fort Worth’s Texas
Wesleyan University 25-12,
25-17 and fought through a
contested third set to win
26-24. The following day
they defeated Waxahachie’s
Southwestern Assemblies
of God University 25-16,
25-13 and 25-18.
Middle blocker Ana
Guerra was elected Player
of the Week, for her play
from Oct. 10-16, by the Red
River Athletics Conference
for the third time this year.
Setter Amber Brooks got
Co-Setter of the Week,
her fourth time this year,
and Paula Barros took the
Libero of the Week honor
for the sixth time this year.
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UTB/TSC Scorpion Frederik Ekvall (No. 37) scores the first goal against the Louisiana State University-Shreveport Pilots last Thursday
night on the Scorpion Soccer Field.

The
Scorpions
will
play what could be the
conference-deciding game
at 1 p.m. Saturday in San
Antonio with a matchup
against the Saints of Our
Lady of the Lake University.
Both teams are 7-0 in
conference play as of press
time.
The following day, the
UTB/TSC Women’s Soccer
Team returns home to
take on the University
of Houston-Victoria at
5 p.m. on the Scorpion
Soccer Field to close out
the season. The Scorpions
will be recognizing their
graduating players for
Senior Day.
The
team
played
Northwood
University
last Saturday at Scorpion
Soccer Field. For the full
story, visit utbcollegian.
com.
Last
Thursday,
the
Scorpions
defeated
Louisiana State UniversityShreveport 5-0 at home.
The victory marked the
10th consecutive win for
the women, who now boast
a 12-2-1 overall record.
The women scored the
first goal of the game with
just under 25 minutes
left in the first half on a
perfect header, by forward
Linette Cuvillier, which
shot into the top right
corner of the net past the
outstretched arms of the
Pilot goalkeeper. The goal
was set up by a perfectly
lobbed pass into the middle
of the box by defender
Danielle Lea.
“It went where it went,”
Lea said about the pass.
“I was aiming for the back
post, [the ball] just ended

where it did.”
As has been the case all
season, when the Scorpions
score it happens in bunches
and fast. Ten minutes
later, team captain Helen
“Waggi” Wagstaff scored
the second goal off a corner
kick that was 50 percent
skill and 50 percent a gust
from the soccer gods, as it
bent inward and into the
back of the net.
A mere three minutes
after
that,
midfielder
Isadora
Freitas,
after
several passes, got the
ball and sprinted past the
LSU-S defenders before
shooting a strong shot past
the goalkeeper who could
not put a hand on the ball,

player. Midfielder Leah
Russell kicked it center,
“Waggi”
came
cutting
across, leapt and in midair
kicked the ball into the net
to close out the night for the
women.
“This season and every
game we keep on improving
offensively,” Russell said.
“We are becoming more
confident in front of the net
and creating and finishing
more chances. We are
constantly progressing as
a team and individually on
the field, and it shows a lot
each game.”
On Oct. 15, the Scorpions
met
Southwestern
Assemblies
of
God
University in Waxahachie
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UTB/TSC Scorpion Monica Mendes shows her skills cutting through the Scorpion
Soccer Field last Thursday against Louisiana State University-Shreveport. The
Scorpions won the game 5-0.
making the score 3-0 at
halftime.
The second half yielded
two more scores, the
first by forward Verena
Wonsikowski and the final
goal came on a free kick
on a yellow card on a Pilot

and defeated the Lady
Lions 5-1. Scoring for
the
Scorpions
were
forwards
Wonsikowski
and Samantha Garcia,
defenders Monica Mendes
and Chelsea Maidment and
midfielder Freitas.

Men ground Shreveport
By Alejandro Rivera
Sports Editor

The UTB/TSC’s Men’s
Soccer Team will play
Saturday in San Antonio
in a matchup against the
Saints of Our Lady of the
Lake University.
The men return home
Sunday to take on the
University of HoustonVictoria at 7 p.m. to finish
regular season play.
The
team
played
Northwood University last
Saturday on the Scorpion
Soccer Field. Read the full
story at utbcollegian.com.
Last Thursday, the men
defeated Louisiana State
University-Shreveport 5-1
at home to improve their
record to 9-4-2 overall and
7-1-1 in conference.
The
game
was
a
frustrating
defensive
struggle for both teams
in the first half. Just as
the Scorpions seemed
to be getting frazzled,
things turned around on
the first goal of the game
with 13:22 left in the first
half. Midfielder Frederik
Ekvall
maneuvered
beautifully through the

Pilot defenders, unleashing
a shot to the left side of the
goal.
“It’s all just about
confidence, communication
and movements on and off
the ball,” forward Leigh
Veidman said in regard to
scoring. “We need to talk
to each other and get each
other in the right positions.
The main thing is to get the
ball moving around and
getting everybody involved.
If you’re just passing the
ball between a couple of
people, the space is going
to be tight. Spreading the
ball left and right opens
up spaces and that gave us
the opportunities to get the
goals.”
The second half would
prove to be more offensively
aesthetic as the Scorpions
scored the second goal at
the 33:15 mark. Veidman
sprinted up the right side
of the field, unleashing
his shot on goal, as the
defender trailing him failed
to prevent the shot.
Trying not to fall behind,
LSU-S mounted a strong
attack that resulted in
a goal by their leading
scorer, Joey Morvant, as he

beat the Scorpion defense
right up the middle and
past goalkeeper Michael
Argumedo.
The Scorpions, looking
to not let the Pilots back
into the game, scored the
final three goals all within
10 minutes of each other.
Midfielder Orrin Farrell
shot a laser from about
15 yards out over the top
of the goalkeeper for the
third goal, Veidman added
his second of the game
four minutes later and
midfielder Fabio Santos
scored his first goal of the
season three minutes after
that.
Santos drove through
the defense before letting
off a beautiful cross shot
into the opposite post.
On Oct. 15, the men met
Southwestern Assemblies
of God University in
Waxahachie and defeated
the Lions 3-1, led by two
scores from Farrell and
another from Veidman.
The Scorpions were trailing
most of the game, waking
up from their slumber to
score all three goals within
the last 12 minutes of the
game.
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Writer Carmen Tafolla bursts into the Student Union’s Gran Salon portraying Tía Sofia, a voice from her show last Tuesday. Tafolla showcases rarely heard Hispanic voices in her performances. The author was the first
speaker in the Student Union’s Latino Leadership Lecture Series.

The many voices of Carmen Tafolla
By Francisco Garza
THE COLLEGIAN

An old woman burst into the Student
Union’s Gran Salon while Carmen Tafolla,
award-winning author and the speaker at the
Latino Leadership Lecture Series, was being
introduced.
The woman kept asking the audience of about
200 people where she could get a bus to Weslaco.
She was asked to leave and was told she would
be helped in the Student Union office.
A few moments later the woman came back.
“Están esperando a la Dra. Tafory, Tafary,
whatever you call her?” the woman said in a
mixture of English and Spanish.
“I don’t go to doctor, you go to doctor you have
to wait a long time,” the woman said, walking
slowly toward the stage. “I don’t go, you waiting
for her? So many people like you, they never
gonna call you.
“Mira, I have to go to Weslaco, if someone
here have car and take me, les llevo tamalitos
salsa, de todo tengo ahí.”
She talked for a few minutes, finally getting
on stage and singing a few songs to the crowd,
rather off-tune. Afterward, the woman stood up
straight, removed her glasses, scarf and coat.
“That was my Tía Sofia,” Carmen Tafolla said,
finally revealing herself to the audience and
telling them how her aunt was different than her
other aunts.
“My aunt Sofie was weird, even in my
family, she didn’t fit the mold, she didn’t fit the
expectations, she didn’t fit the stereotypes, and
she didn’t fit inside those little boxes that society

has already picked out for us,” Tafolla said. “You
know the boxes, the ones you have to fill out at
the beginning of forms: white, not Hispanic;
black, not Hispanic; Hispanic, not Hispanic. …
We don’t fit, none of us, we are too different, too
varied, too versatile, too weird.”
Sofia was just the first of the many voices
Tafolla brought last Tuesday to the university.
“If we are going to talk about what being
a leader is, we have to understand the whole
concept of having Tía Sofias that are different,
that are weird, that don’t fit the stereotypes of
what elderly Hispanic women are supposed to
be like,” Tafolla said .
She said high and middle school kids don’t
want to be different, they want to blend in.
“And I say, you know what, leaders don’t
worry about blending in, leaders don’t blend in,”
Tafolla said.
Other voices Tafolla performed were Tere,
a young Hispanic girl on her first day of first
grade whose teachers take away her passion for
learning and her identity; Aracely, a teenager
about to drop out of high school who discovers
a book that shows her she matters; Leona, a
black woman who knows she is beautiful no
matter what the outside world says; Maria
Francisca Blanca Gonzalez Montoya de Lujan,
an elderly woman who refuses to be told she
has no occupation because she has no pay and
refuses to let go of her names; Heather Garcia,
a Hispanic college student who does not speak
Spanish but thinks it’s not too late to learn.
And finally, Tafolla talks about her own voice,
a Chicana writer who learned that living in San
Antonio did not stop her from finding interesting

stories to write.
To conclude her presentation, Tafolla read
two of her poems--one dedicated to mothers,
the other one recounting her middle school
experiences of being forced to speak English.
Afterward, The Collegian asked Tafolla what
she thought about performing in the Rio Grande
Valley.
“I love speaking to a primarily Latino
community because the identification is so high,”
she said. “They know what I am talking about;
they don’t have to struggle to read between the
lines because they have lived it.
“As Latinos in this country we have not had
the affirmation of our culture in ways that
American history textbooks have provided,
for instance, people that came from England.
… We have been kind of disappearing around
the edges. Nobody knows that Latinos have
been in every war the United States has fought,
including the American Revolution, the Civil
War, World War II, on and on.”
Tafolla said Latinos are ignored by the news
media when recounting the wars, even though
they have received the most of Medals of Honor.
“I’m really worried about the level of hatred
that has been coming down the pipe,” she said.
“People talk of immigrants as if these people
were felons, breaking the kinds of laws criminals
break. These people are crossing for survival.”
She likened the hatred toward Latinos to that
of Nazi Germany toward the Jews.
“Are we going back to that?” Tafolla said.
“Human beings create laws. These are not Godgiven laws and are not good laws.”

‘Coming Out Monologues’ a jaw-dropper
By Leslie Annette Lopez
THE COLLEGIAN

“I’m coming out, I want
the world to know, got
to let it show” played out
loud for all the audience to
know that whoever you are,
whatever you like, it’s OK to
let the world know.
The
“Coming
Out
Monologues”
were
presented Oct. 14 in the
SET-B Lecture Hall.
The play was written and
directed by three members
of CHANGE (Communities
Handling the Advancement
and Networking of Gender
Equity). Senior English
majors Miranda Salazar
and Rene Cardona Jr., and
former UTB/TSC student
Joe Uvalles, wrote them last
semester.
I had never been to a set
of monologues before so I
was excited to know what it
was all about.

It started off with female
impersonator Kanela, who
put on a show extolling the
importance of coming out
and telling the world.
Kanela
experienced
many things in life, which
were the reasons that she
does the job she does.
“I’ve been in the business
for 15 years and I’ve seen
my share of coming outs,”
she said.
There
were
many
performers who told their
coming-out story, but two
that stood out the most
were “Shaqueera,” about
a young boy whose father
finds outs he’s gay while
on the dance floor, and “I
Came Out in a Telenovela.”
These monologues drew
many cheers and laughter
from the audience.
“I Came Out in a
Telenovela”
featured
Frank Orozco, a senior
communication
major.

It details the experience
of a guy who sits down
with his parents to watch
the
telenovela
“Rosas
Del Carmen,” the plot of
which featured a gay actor.
While on his death bed,
the actor reveals his sexual
preference to his father and
as he tries to get the words
out, the show is interrupted
by a commercial.
During the commercial
break, the man’s parents
start to inappropriately
discuss the sexuality of the
actor and, finally, Orozco’s
character breaks out and
says, “You want to know
something, almost like a
telenovela but even better,
I’m gay, I’m gay, gay, gay,
gay, and I like guys!”
The
show
shocked
everyone and, hopefully,
the audience left with a
different outlook on the
revealing experiences.
“Coming out is about
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While shedding tears after a night of drinking, “Thomas,” played by freshman Ryan
Alexander Williams, tells audience members about his coming out story during the
opening performance Oct. 14 of “The Coming Out Monologues,” which were a part of
CHANGE’s Coming Out Week 2011.

being free, being happy,
being happy with ourselves,”
Kanela says. “Sometimes it’s
not that easy to come out to
your family, to your friends,
but eventually, trust me, in

the long run, everybody’s
in love with everybody else
and it doesn’t matter who
you are, what you are, or
what you want to be.”

Artwork by South Texas
College faculty will go on
display beginning Tuesday
in UTB/TSC’s Art Gallery
in Rusteberg.
Simultaneously, UTB/
TSC art faculty Marcia
Selsor and Angel Cabrales
will present their work in
the STC Visual Arts and
Music Art Gallery.
Patricia
Ballinger,
Rachael Brown, Phyllis
Evans, David Freeman,
Eduardo Garcia, Ruth
Keitz,
Christopher
Leonard, Richard Lubben,
Tom Matthews, Thomas
Murray,
Scott
Nicol,
Steven Ortiz, Pedro Perez
and Richard Smith are
the STC faculty who are
participating.
Leonard, a nouveaux
pop
and
surrealist
ceramic artist, is excited
about the show because a
new group of students will
be viewing his and fellow
faculty members’ work,
while the students from
STC will see the UTB/TSC
faculty’s work.
“Anytime
there’s
a
showing
opportunity,
such as an exchange
show like this, where I
get to show alongside
my contemporaries, you
know, not on home court,
I think it’s pretty exciting,”
he said. “Hopefully, it will
be exciting for some of
our students, seeing UTB
work up here. ... It’s far
enough to get away and it’s
close enough to get back
home.”
Painter Richard Lubben
will exhibit two works he
created while in central
Mexico earlier this year.
“The
two
images
focus on the cutting
instruments, or machetes,
of sugarcane workers held
by young cane cutters,”
Lubben said. “While living
on the Caribbean island of
Puerto Rico, I often passed
the sugarcane fields and
would see the workers
covered in ashes from
the burning cane. These
images and memories had
a lasting impression on
me and my work.”
Both exhibits continue
through Nov. 11. The
exhibit at Rusteberg opens
with a reception at 6:30
p.m. Tuesday. Admission
is $1, free for art majors
and Patron of the Arts
members.
Semester
passes for students are $3.
The gallery is open from
10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and
5-7 p.m. Monday, 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Tuesday, 9 a.m.12:30 p.m. and 5-7 p.m.
Wednesday, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Thursday, and 8-10 a.m.
and 1-5 p.m. Friday.

